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Introduction:  Global statistical characterization 

of planetary topography can provide important addi-
tional information about geological, geophysical and 
physical processes shaping planetary surfaces. At the 
largest scales, the statistical characteristics of topogra-
phy (usually in the form of power of spherical harmon-
ics) are widely used for basic global geophysical infer-
ences, especially when combined with gravity data at 
the same scales. On the other hand, small-scale topog-
raphic roughness and its scale dependence aids geo-
morphologic analysis and may give insight into surface 
processes. Here we focus on intermediate scales of 
tens to a hundred kilometers. This is the only scale 
range at which topographic data are presently available 
for all terrestrial planetary bodies (the Earth, the 
Moon, Mars, Venus, and Mercury). Presently, Mer-
cury lacks global topographic data, while massive 
high-resolution data sets suitable for statistical analysis 
of km and sub-km-scale topography are available for 
the Earth and Mars only. 

Data sets:  The nature of available data strongly 
limit the possible statistical characteristics that can be 
used for interplanetary comparison. Global statistical 
inferences demand large homogeneous data sets of 
comparable characteristics.  

The most limiting topographic data are for Mer-
cury. The only data set large enough and homogeneous 
enough is a collection of 34 Earth-based radar profiles 
[1]. Profiles have orientations close to east-west in the 
equatorial region of the planet. Points along profiles 
have a typical spacing of about 6 km, each point being 
an average of several radar bursts. The cross-track 
radar footprint is as wide as ~100 km, but the actual 
variability of the measured topography, its good corre-
spondence to the observed features [1], and the high 
correlation of formal scattering of measurements 
within each point and topographic slopes indicate that 
the effective footprint is actually smaller, and the data 
are good for the statistical study of tens of km-scale 
topography.  

For the Moon we used Lunar Prospector Laser 
LIDAR profiles [2]. Spacing between elevation meas-
urements along profiles is about 2 km, but many points 
are missing. For Mars, Venus and the Earth available 
topographic coverage is much better. We used global 
gridded topographic data (from MGS-MOLA, Magel-
lan Radar Altimeter and SRTM mission, respectively) 
and extracted a number of randomly selected latitu-
dinal and longitudinal profiles to mimic the nature of 
the data sets for the Moon and Mercury.  

Roughness characterization:  The choice of sta-
tistics that characterize roughness is not trivial. It 
should objectively reflect the characteristic vertical 
scale of topography for a given horizontal scale and 
should be tolerant to the differences in the nature of 
the data sets. After several approaches, we chose the 
following quantity. We consider three points A, B, C 
along the profiles separated by the half-baseline dis-
tance. We obtain three elevations hA, hB, hC by averag-
ing all available elevation measurement data on the 
profile within half-baseline-long segments around each 
point. Then we calculate topographic variation at the 
given baseline as hB - (hA + hC) / 2, collect a distribu-
tion of this quantity over all the data set and use the 
interquartile width of this distribution as a measure of 
roughness at a given scale. Here we deal with base-
lines from 35 to 250 km.  

For different terrains roughness can differ by or-
ders of magnitude. Because of this, a single roughness 
value for a planet is not an objective characteristic: it 
strongly depends on the particular method of averag-
ing used to derive it. We need to choose regionally 
large (because of very large scales used) areas that 
would be relatively homogeneous geologically. For 
planets with good topographic coverage, there is a 
good criterion for the right choice of such regions: for 
different randomly selected small profile sets from the 
same region the calculated roughness values should 
not differ significantly. For example, the whole lunar 
data set does not possess this property, while its subset 
for the far side does. 

Preliminary results:  We chose several regions on 
these planetary bodies to assess the variability of large-
scale roughness. Scale dependences of roughness for 
these regions are shown in Fig. 1; roughness at 80 km 
baseline plotted against gravity is shown in Fig. 2 for 
the roughest terrains. For Mercury we used the whole 
data set (green curve with Mercury symbol in Fig. 1). 
For the Moon we used the whole far side (black curve; 
the roughest in the sample set). For the Earth we arbi-
trary chose the western one third of the US as an ex-
ample of a mountainous region (upper blue curve with 
the Earth signs), and the Russian Plain as an example 
of plain region (lower blue curve).  

For Mars, we chose three regions in the highlands: 
Noachis Terra, Arabia Terra, and Terra Cimmeria; the 
curves for this three regions were remarkably similar, 
and the average curve (upper red) is shown in Fig. 1. 
The similarity of highland regions is a little surprising: 
Arabia Terra is globally smoother at subkilometer 
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scale, has much fewer very steep slopes, is located in 
the area of much thinner crust and at much lower ele-
vations, and has many unique geological features. 
However, with respect to the large-scale roughness, it 
is very similar to other highlands. We suggest that for 
martian highlands large impact craters are the domi-
nant features responsible for the topographic signature 
at these large scales, and this explains the observed 
similarity.  

We used Utopia Planitia as a representative of mar-
tian lowlands (lower red curve with Mars symbols). It 
is seen that the flatness of this terrain at these scales 
corresponds to the terrestrial idea of "plains". The 
smoothest large regions on Venus (e.g., Sedna Plani-
tia) would reside close to martian and terrestrial plains 
in Fig. 1 (not shown), while typical venusian plains 
(Rusalka Planitia, violet curve with Venus symbols) 
are much rougher due to the presence of coronae, ridge 
belts, various minor volcanic features, etc. Finally, 
Ovda Regio represents Venusian highlands, mostly 
tesserae (upper violet curve, almost coincides with 
Mercury).  
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The scale dependence of roughness is characterized 

by the Hurst exponent H. It is related to the power law 
exponent θ for the dependences in Fig. 1 as H = 
(2 θ + 1) / 5 and changes in a range from 0.2 to 0.6 for 
our sample. 

Cratered terrains:  It is interesting to compare 
heavily cratered terrains, because they are significant 
on three different bodies: the Moon, Mercury and 
Mars. All three curves have a very similar shape with 
H =0.4 - 0.5 for shorter baselines and 0.2 - 0.3 for 

longer baselines. This transition indicates the existence 
of a characteristic horizontal scale ~100 km of large-
scale topography.  
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Cratered terrains of Mars and Mercury are signifi-

cantly smoother than the Moon, which is a natural con-
sequence of higher gravity g. The simple Bingham-
fluid scenario of complex crater formation [e.g., 3] 
with universal yield stress predicts g-1 scaling of to-
pographic amplitude. Scaling considerations in [4] 
implicitly lead to a gentler dependence g-0.7. From Fig. 
2 it is clearly seen that the difference between the lunar 
far side and Mercury and especially Mars is steeper 
(thin solid lines correspond to g-1 scaling). This should 
be explained by additional smoothing factors of Mer-
cury and Mars, for example, more extensive volcanic 
resurfacing. The difference between Mars and Mer-
cury can be explained by effective removal of rims and 
infill of craters by erosion on Mars. Alternatively, one 
can speculate that effective cohesion is lower on Mars 
due to higher volatile content in accord with the expla-
nations of the observed smaller simple/complex crater 
transition diameter [5]. 

Mountains of tectonic origin on the Earth and Ve-
nus are above g-1 scaling of cratered terrains on the 
Moon, Mars and Mercury. Large-scale impacts are 
obviously unable to produce as high a topographic 
amplitude as tectonics, because of the effective acous-
tic fluidization of the material just after the impact [3].  

References: [1] Harmon, J. K. et al. (1986) JGR, 
91, 385-401. [2] Smith, D. E. et al. (1997) JGR, 102, 
1591. [3] Melosh, H. J. (1989) Impact Cratering: a 
geological process, section 8.3.5. [4] Holsapple, K. A. 
(1993) Ann. Rev. Earth Planet. Sci., 21, 333-373, sec-
tion 4.3. [5] Pike, R. J. (1988) In Mercury, p. 165-273. 
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